
On 26 May 1993, the original right of asylum was actually 
abolished in Germany. 25 years later, the European Union  wants 
to systematically prevent access to the right of asylum in Europe. 
Sea rescue and the support of refugees are being criminalised. The 
plan is to isolate those in need of protection in camps, inside and 
outside the EU.

Why do we demonstrate in Karlsruhe?
The Regierungspräsidium Karlsruhe, the central foreigner and 
deportation authority in Baden-Württemberg, is responsible for 
the establishment and implementation of mass camps. Starting 
in 1980, the first mass camps in Germany were established here 
to „deter“ asylum seekers. Working prohibitions, reductions in 
financial benefits, benefits in kind and a residence obligation were 
introduced for the first time and later put into practice country-
wide.

Since there are humans there is migration! And it cannot be 
stopped by deterrent measures and ever higher fences. 

Join the protest! We need solidarity cities, where people are not 
asked for their residential status and where social rights and the 
right to freedom are guaranteed for all.

Against institutional racism, mass camps and the inhuman 
deportation regime! Solidarity4all! Our aim is global freedom 
of movement!

V.i.S.d.P. W.Schlecht, Adlerstr.12, 79098 Freiburg     

Then and now we reject the exclusion and 

discrimination of people in mass camps.



Regional Demonstration
Against Nationalist and Hate Speech!

  
Stop the Race toward Exclusion and the De-

privation of Rights!
Equal Rights and a Good Life for All!

The demonstration is organised by the Anti-Racist Network 
Baden-Württemberg. It is supported by Flüchtlingsrat Baden-
Württemberg and many groups and organisations. Pleased 
register any additional support at info@stop-deportation.de .

       Further information at: http://stop-deportation.de

Nationalism! Racism! Deportations!

     Not in our Name!  #AntiRa-BaWü 

Saturday, 13 October 2018, *Karlsruhe 
Initial manifestation: Bahnhofsvorplatz, at 2 pm 

Final manifestation with music: Kronenplatz 

#Support Seebrücke 

 Antirassistisches Netzwerk BW  c/o Adlerstr. 12, 79098 Freiburg


